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Abstract
An exposition is given of a finite-element method (FEM) software package to calculate solutions for the

continuous time random walk (CTRW) integro-differential equation for non-Fickian (and Fickian) conservative
or reactive transport in disordered media. The solutions encompass one-dimensional/two-dimensional (1D/2D)
breakthrough curves and spatial concentration profiles for general geometry and grid. The velocity field, used
as input to the 2D solutions, may also be calculated by applying a compatible Darcy flow 2D solver. The
software enables both “forward” modeling (1D/2D) and “inverse” (best-fit) modeling (1D) of experimental data.
Various inlet and outlet boundary conditions are implemented. The CTRW-FEM Package is freely downloadable
and contains a User’s Guide, source and executable files, and accompanying files with easy-to-use format,
including descriptions of input/output files and pre- and post-processing. Several examples are provided to clearly
demonstrate how to work with the CTRW-FEM Package in many typical analyses. The CTRW-FEM Package
also allows users to adapt the software to specific needs, such as, for example, first- and second-order chemical
reactions.

Introduction
The continuous time random walk (CTRW)

framework has proven particularly effective in quantifying
non-Fickian (or anomalous) behavior in a wide range of
porous media transport scenarios (Berkowitz et al. 2006,
2016). CTRW has been developed and applied in terms of
both solutions of partial differential equations (PDEs) and
particle tracking (PT). The approaches yield essentially
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identical results for nonreactive chemicals. Here, we
consider the governing CTRW partial integro-differential
equations (iPDEs), including also an expression for
bimolecular (A + B → C ) chemical interaction. The
equations (which involve a species-coupled set of
nonlinear equations for the bimolecular case) are then
solved numerically by a finite-element method (FEM) in
the time domain with appropriate initial and boundary
conditions. The FEM approach presented here is rela-
tively general (e.g., applicable to both one-dimensional
[1D] and multidimensional problems, nonlinear equations
due to chemical reaction terms, solution in the time
domain rather than the Laplace domain) while also being
flexible in terms of domain geometry, numerical grid,
and boundary conditions.

The theoretical background and develop-
ment/implementation of the FEM solvers specifically
relevant to the CTRW-FEM package here are described
in Ben-Zvi et al. (2016) (1D conservative transport),
Ben-Zvi et al. (2017) (two-dimensional [2D] conserva-
tive transport), and Ben-Zvi et al. (2018) (1D reactive
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transport). Background on CTRW theory, equations,
and solution methods, using both PDE solutions and PT
methods, appear elsewhere on the CTRW website, as
well as in Ben-Zvi et al. (2016, 2017, 2018) and literature
cited therein.

The CTRW-FEM package, v1.0 is freely down-
loadable at http://www.weizmann.ac.il/EPS/People/Brian/
CTRW/software. The CTRW-FEM Package contains soft-
ware to model non-Fickian (as well as Fickian) transport,
using a FEM solution technique in 1D or 2D for general
geometry and grid. The chemical species may be inert
or reactive. The velocity field may also be calculated by
applying a Darcy flow 2D solver. The software enables
both “forward” modeling and “inverse” (best-fit) modeling
of experimental data (the latter is currently limited to 1D).
Various inlet and outlet boundary conditions are imple-
mented. Version 1.0 (June 2018) contains a User’s Guide
and accompanying files with easy-to-use format, includ-
ing descriptions of input/output files and pre- and post-
processing. Several examples clearly demonstrate how to
work with the Package in many typical analyses, to allow
users to apply them to their needs. The website also
includes background information on CTRW theory and
applications, a complementary CTRW software package,
and a listing of relevant publications.

The FEM solvers calculate and output the nodal
resident and flux-weighted concentrations at preselected
times. These can be accessed and manipulated later (e.g.,
by the available post processing tools) to produce plots of
spatial concentration profiles and temporal concentration
breakthrough curves (BTCs).

The Equations
The FEM implementation of CTRW is discussed in

Ben-Zvi et al. (2016, 2017, 2018) for 1D, 2D and reactive
domains, respectively. A short summary of the relevant
equations is given here for the reader’s convenience.

The governing equations are given by

Ċs (xi, t) + j s
i,i (xi, t) = Ss (xi, t) (1)

where C s is the concentration of species s , dot denotes
time derivative, underscript comma is a covariant deriva-
tive symbol (degenerating to spatial partial derivative for
Cartesian coordinates), S s is the source term of s (e.g., a
volumetric reaction rate), the flux, j s

i , is

j s
i (xi, t) = M (t) ⊗ [

qsc
i (xi, t) + qsd

i (xi, t)
]
, (2)

the symbol ⊗ stands for the time-convolution between
two temporal functions, f (t) and g(t):

∫ t

0
f (t − τ) g (τ ) dτ

def= f (t) ⊗ g (t) , (3)

qsc
i and qsd

i are the advection and the dispersion terms,
respectively, defined by

qsc
i (xi, t) = vi (xi, t) Cs (xi, t) (4)

and

qsd
i (xi, t) = −Dij (xi, t) Cs,j (xi, t) , (5)

v i is the velocity vector, Dij is the dispersion tensor and
M (t) is the memory function.

The following types of boundary conditions (BCs) are
accounted for:

• Prescribed boundary concentration (Dirichlet):

Cs (xi, t) = Cs (t) on �D (6)

• Prescribed boundary derivative term, qsd (Neumann):

niq
sd
i (xi, t) = qs (t) on �N (7)

• Prescribed boundary flux (Robin):

nij
s
i (xi, t) = j s (t) on �R (8)

where overbar denotes “prescribed,” the domain boundary
� is entirely covered by the nonoverlapping parts �D , �N

and �R , and ni is its outward unit normal.
The initial condition (IC) is given by

C (xi, t) = C0 (xi) . (9)

Note: The advection-dispersion equation (ADE) is
recovered when M (t) = δ(t), and therefore for the ADE:

j s
i (xi, t) = qsc

i (xi, t) + qsd
i (xi, t) . (10)

Numerical Solution
The above equations are discretized spatially by

the FEM (Ben-Zvi et al. 2017), leading to a system of
semidiscrete ordinary differential equations

AIJ
[
Ċs

J (t) − Ss
J (t)

] + BIJ I s
J (t) + Qs

I (t) = 0 (11)

where upper case subscripts denote nodal number,
I s = M ⊗ C s , AIJ , LIJ , PIJ , and QI are the discrete
mass, advection, dispersion and load matrices, and vector,
respectively, defined by

AIJ =
∫

V

WINJ dV, (12)

LIJ = −
∫

V

WIviNJ,idV, (13)

PIJ =
∫

V

WI,iDij NJ,j dV, (14)
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BIJ
def= PIJ − LIJ , (15)

QI =
∫

�N

WIqd� − IJ

∫
�R

WIniviNJ d� +
∫

�R

WI jd�.

(16)

N I and W I are the shape and weight functions, respec-
tively (Ben-Zvi et al. 2017).

The convolution term in the definition of I s

requires extra care to avoid storing all of the time
step results. Indeed, numerical solution in the time
domain raises the prospect of having to include
the entire time history, which would make for an
untenable computation. Choosing a specific form
(known as “Prony series”) to approximate the memory
function M (t):

M (t) � a0δ (t) +
P∑

p=1

ape−bpt def= a0δ (t) +
P∑

p=1

Mp (t) .

(17)

overcomes the difficulty of storing all the time step
results, as will soon be shown. The “Prony series”
approximation in (17) is obtained via an improved
algorithm for finding the sum-of-poles approximation of
the regularized function L{M (t)}− a0, where L{M (t)}
is the Laplace transform of M (t), and the normalization
constant a0 is chosen in such a way that L{M (t)}− a0

is square integrable on the entire imaginary axis of the
complex plane. The algorithm analyzes the property of
L{M (t)}− a0 and applies a least squares procedure to
obtain an accurate sum-of-poles approximation for the
function, which is then followed by an optimization step
to reduce the number of poles needed in the approximation
while maintaining the prescribed precision. The number
of terms P in (17) depends only logarithmically on the
desired precision and the total number of time steps.
Extensive numerical experiments have shown that the
improved algorithm is more robust than the one used in
Ben-Zvi et al. (2016).

Applying an implicit temporal scheme, we
finally obtain the following system of algebraic
equations:

αIJ C
s,n+1
J = R

s,n+1
J (18)

with α and R defined by

αIJ
def= AIJ

�t
+ BIJ θ

⎡
⎣ P∑

p=1

γ n+1
p + a0

⎤
⎦ , (19)

βIJ
def= AIJ

�t
− BIJ

⎡
⎣θ

P∑
p=1

γ n
p + (1 − θ) a0

⎤
⎦ , (20)

and

R
s,n+1
I

def= βIJ C
s,n
J −BIJ

P∑
p=1

[
(1−θ)+θ

Mp (�t)

ap

]
I

s,n
Jp +

[
θT

s,n+1
I + (1 − θ) T

s,n
I

]
. (21)

where 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1 is an implicitness parameter (0 for fully
explicit, 1 for fully implicit and 0.5 for Crank–Nicolson
method), and the T ’s and the γ ’s are defined and specified
in (40), (49)–(51) of Ben-Zvi et al. (2017). Therefore, to
calculate C

s,n+1
J , we only need C

s,n
J and I

s,n
Jp from the

previous time step.
Notes:

• The source term is currently implemented for the
bimolecular, unidirectional reactions A + B → C only
(Ben-Zvi et al. 2018) (or inert as a special case). In other
words, the reaction kinetics are assumed to follow the
law of mass action: S A = S B = −S C = M ⊗ �C AC B ,
for this second-order reaction, where � is the rate
coefficient. For the ADE, M (t) = δ(t), so that
S A = S B = −S C = �C AC B . Extending this reaction
to more complex reactions (e.g., bidirectional) or to a
set of reactions is straightforward.

• For the ADE, (18) remains unaltered, but (19)–(21)
degenerate to

αIJ
def= AIJ

�t
+ BIJ θ, (22)

βIJ
def= AIJ

�t
− BIJ (1 − θ) , (23)

and

R
s,n+1
I

def= βIJ C
s,n
J −

[
θT

s,n+1
I + (1 − θ) T

s,n
I

]
. (24)

Linear 1D and bilinear 2D elements are implemented
in Ben-Zvi et al. (2016, 2017), respectively.

Features of the CTRW-FEM Package
The CTRW-FEM package includes six subpackages:

• FEM-1D: 1D transport solver, including source files,
executable, postprocessors (MATLAB), and a 1D
example directory.

• FEM-2D: 2D transport solver, including source files,
executable, and a 2D example directory.

• Darcy-2D: 2D Darcy flow solver for a given
(user-generated) conductivity field, including source
files, executable, and a 2D Darcy example direc-
tory. Output from this subpackage can be used as
input to FEM-2D.

• MeshGenRect: 2D simple rectangular and uniform
mesh generator, including source files, executable, and
a 2D mesh generation example directory for FEM-2D.
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Output from this subpackage can be used as input to
FEM-2D.

• MeshGenRectDarcy: 2D simple rectangular and uni-
form mesh generator, including source files, executable,
and a 2D mesh generation example directory for Darcy-
2D. Output from this subpackage can be used as input
to Darcy-2D.

• Optim: This subpackage solves the inverse prob-
lem in 1D: given a measured BTC, the domain,
and the initial and the boundary conditions, this sub-
package calibrates the CTRW parameters (vψ , Dψ ,
β, t1, t2 as defined in Ben-Zvi et al. (2016)) to
best-fit the measurements by iteratively solving the
forward 1D problem (solution of the concentration
profile using FEM-1D). This subpackage includes
MATLAB source files and i/o files. Output from this
subpackage can be used as input to FEM-1D and
FEM-2D.

and a detailed user’s manual. The manual explains how
to install and run the packages. For Darcy-2D and
Optim , there are also some theoretical explanations,
as these developments have not published. Each sub-
package includes an example subdirectory to assist the
novice user.

Examples
We present below two examples—solving for 1D and

2D transport scenarios—that illustrate output from the
CTRW-FEM Package.

One-Dimensional Domain
An example of the 1D solver is explained in detail in

Ben-Zvi et al. (2018), and a similar transport scenario and
parameter values are employed here. A domain 0.36 m
in length (L = 0.36 m) was defined, divided uniformly
into 500 1D linear elements. Three chemical species
were considered to participate in the reaction A + B → C
(where A is the species s = 1, B is s = 2, and C is s = 3).
The velocity and the dispersion coefficient were uniform
(vx = 1.21 · 10−4 m/s, Dxx = 2.20 · 10−7 m2/s). A Prony
series with P = 27 terms was used, fitted to the truncated
power law (TPL) distribution parameters appearing in the
memory function (β = 1.6, t1 = 9.0157 s, t2 = 1 · 108 s;
see Berkowitz et al. 2006) that characterize a case of
anomalous (non-Fickian) transport. The reaction kinetic
coefficient was 7.5 m3/(mol·s). The initial conditions for
concentrations of the three species were: A = 0 except
at L/10, where it was 1 mol/m3, B = 0.0072 mol/m3, and
C = 0 (both uniform). At the inlet (x = 0), Dirichlet
boundary conditions were prescribed (A = 1 mol/m3,
B = C = 0), and at the outlet (x = L), homogeneous Neu-
mann boundary conditions were prescribed for all species
(zero derivatives). The numerical solution used a time step
of 0.1 s, advanced until 1500 s, and produced output every
300 s. Results are shown graphically and compared to
another CTRW PT solution (CTRW-PT) in Figure 1. The
CTRW-PT (Particle Tracking) is a space–time coupled
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Figure 1. Comparison between FEM and CTRW-PT solu-
tions, at six times (0, 300, 600, 900, 1200, 1500 s) for transport
of two reactive chemical species, with a bimolecular reac-
tion A + B → C in a (macroscopically) 1D column of length
L, with B initially distributed throughout the column and A
injected at x = L/10 as a pulse. A, B , and C profiles are shown
in the top, middle, and bottom frames, respectively. The leg-
ends display the solver (FEM or PT) and times. Note: the
FEM curves are hidden under the PT points (mainly for C ).
See text for initial and boundary conditions and parameter
values.

CTRW Lagrangian formulation in terms of the spa-
tiotemporal particle trajectories (Dentz et al. 2008). The
small differences between the two solutions, particularly
for the A species, are due to slight differences in imple-
mentation of the inlet condition, reaction rate model,
and grid discretization. Note, however, the close match
between the complete solutions for the concentration pro-
files of the product C .
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Figure 2. Comparison between 1D and 2D FEM solutions,
at six times (0, 300, 600, 900, 1200, 1500 s), for transport of
two reactive chemical species, with a bimolecular reaction
A + B → C in a (macroscopically) 2D column of length L
with initial conditions B = 1 and A = C = 1. A, B and C
profiles are shown in the top, middle, and bottom frames,
respectively. The legends display the solver (dotted for 1D,
full for 2D) and times. See text for boundary conditions and
parameter values.

Two-Dimensional Domain
The example of the 2D solver is similar to the for-

mer 1D example. Here, a 2D domain (0 ≤ x ≤ L = 0.36 m,

−0.009 m ≤ y ≤ 0.009 m) was used (so as to have the
same increments in both x and y) and was divided
to 20 × 1 uniform square bilinear 2D elements. Three
species were considered, that participate in the reac-
tion A + B → C . The velocity and the dispersion coef-
ficient were identical to those of the 1D example (and
vy = 0). A Prony series with P = 20 terms was used,
fitted to the TPL parameters employed also in the previ-
ous example (subsection One-Dimensional Domain). The
reaction kinetic coefficient was 0.5 m3/(mol·s). The ini-
tial conditions were uniform here: A = 0, B = 1 mol/m3,
C = 0. At the inlet face (x = 0), Robin boundary con-
ditions were prescribed (with fluxes j A = 10−4 mol/m2,
j B = j C = 0), and at the outlet (x = L), homogeneous Neu-
mann boundary conditions were prescribed for all species
(zero derivatives). Homogeneous Robin boundary condi-
tions are prescribed on the lateral faces, y =±0.009 m.
Note that the sign of the inlet flux is negative, mean-
ing it is into the domain. The numerical solution used a
time step of 0.1 s, advanced until 1500 s, and produced
output every 300 s. Results are shown graphically and
compared with the 1D solution in Figure 2. The small
differences between the two solutions, particularly for the
B and C species, are due mostly to grid discretization
effects.
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